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ORGANIZATION OP THE MEETING

■ Opening and- duration of the meeting

1. The third meeting of the Executive Committee was held in Addis Ababa

from 18 to 21 May 1970, under the chairmanship of H.E. Ambassador Yousouf

Sylla. After welcoming the participants, the Chairman invited the Executive

Secretary to make an introductory statement.

2. In his statement, the Executive Secretary informed members that it had

been decided that there should be no formal opening speeches at meetings of

the Executive Committee. He also1 introduced Mr.'Miron, who was attending the

meeting as a representative of the Office of Fers'onnel at-United Nations

Headquarters, New York, in response to an invitation issued by the Executive

Committee. The! invitation-which was issued at the,first meeting of the

Committee in July 1969, requested:that a representativejOf .the Office of

the Under-Secretary-General for Administration and Management should attend

a subsequent meeting of the Executive Committee in order to explain to

members the United Nations position on staff recruitment and training with

regard to fhe ECA secretarial. ..;;■ ;

3. The Executive Secretary referred to the. report.of a recent ECA mission

to West Africa on economic co-operation (document E/CN.H/478) which would

be considered by members during the meeting, so as to enable them to examine

questions relating to the existing position in West Africa and the new sub-

regional groupings proposed at the second meeting of the Executive Committee.

Attendance " •-..■■

4. The representatives of thY f6tir sub-regions as well as two African members

of the Economic and Social Council and two'African members of the Governing

Council of the UNDP attended the meeting. ....._,.

5. Also" pr^nt at We'meeting were the representative of the Director of

Personnel, United Nations Headquarters and observers from the UNDP, the ILO,

FAO, and OAU-
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Agenda ,; -

6. The provisional agenda (document E/CN..I4/ECO/19) was adopted on the

understanding that personnel matters as well as the proposed new sub-regional

groupings would "be discussed under the agenda item "Any other business".

7. The items of the agenda are as follows: r .

(1) Opening of the meeting;

(2) Adoption of the agenda and organization of the work;

(3) Report on matters arising from, the second meeting of the

Executive Committee;

(4) Review of mandates of the subsidiary bodies of the Commission

in their relationship with the Executive Committee and the

Technical Committee of Experts;

(5) Report on: ■.-■.■■ - • .

(a) The first meeting of the ECA Technical Committee of Experts;

(b) The work of the ECA secretariat. ,.: : ■■ .■ .

(6) The Jackson report and ■ i-ts implieationsffor the regional

economic commissions; >■ > r - ■■ ■■ ... ■,

(7) Preparations for: ' ■■ .. ; ■.-.-■ ;

-■■■■■■ :■ -. ;(a) .,The,, forty-ninth session of the Economic and Social Council;

(b) The twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly.

[■■:■: :'■■(&) Preparations for the tenth session of the Commission

v ■;■:. .(Conference.of Ministers of ECA);

(9) Any other business; . :4 ,.,; ■.;.■ ; .; ■■]-■.■• ..-.= • ■

' ; (10) Date of the fourth meeting of the Executive Committee; .
^ ~ . - - ■ _. _,

(ll) Adoption of the report of ^he'meeting. ,!- ..-
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DISCUSSION OF THE ITEMS OF THE AGENDA

Matters arising from the second meeting, of the Executive Committee

8. A representative of the secretariat drew, the attention of the-Committee

to document E/CN.I4/ECO/IHF/8 which contained a summary of the activities

undertaken "by the secretariat in pursuance of the recommendations- of the

previous meetings of the Executive Committee, The activities .considered

covered economic development planning, economic co-operation, trade,. special

measures in favour of the least developed of the developing countries, fiscal

and monetary affairs, industry, transport, agriculture, human resources

development, information, staff development and cost of travel and subsistence

of the members of the Executive Committee.

9# The meeting felt that the secretariat had covered almost all.the ground

expected.of it,, except that it had omitted to inform, members about the .action

that had been taken, regarding the routing of cables through the United Nations

Telecommunications Network in Israel, The Executive Secretary explained that

the secretariat had taken note of the observations made at the previous meet

ing.and that while the United Nations Telecommunications Network in Israel

would still be used by the secretariat, arrangements had also been made for

those 'douhtries which would suffer any inconvenience, by using that network,

to have their cables routed through the United Nations Telecommunications

Network in Beirut,- ■ ■-.

l0» Some members of the Executive Committee'considered■that the action so

far taken was inadequate and strongly requested the'ECA secretariat to refrain

from transmitting communications through the Jerusalem network until the

status of that city *?_*:' «lo4:^r-Tiin'?d in aocorda-ioc' with the resolutions of the

Security Council and the^ Geneval Assembly.

Travel and subsistence expenses of members attending Executive Committee

meetings

11. The Committee noted with regret that it had not, so far, been possible

for the United Nations to bear the transportation and subsistence expenses

of members,attending meetings of the Executive Committee.
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12. The Executive Secretary explained that the financial regulations of

the secretariat did not empower him to authorize payment of such expenses

from ECA funds. United ^.v^ions Headquarters had also not "been able to

provide the necessary funds, as General Assembly Resolution 1798(XVIl) had

established the rules governing the payment of travel and subsistence

allowances to members of organs and subsidiary organs of the United Nations.

Before such expenses could be incurred the General Assembly's prior approval

was required.

13. Members of the Committee pointed cut that there was need for the matter

to be presented once again to the forty-ninth session of the Economic and

Social Council in July this year by African members of the Council, so that

the necessary resolution could be adopted by that body for approval by

the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session. They emphasized that

payment by the United Nations of the travel and subsistence expenses of

members of the Committee would have the following advantages:

(a) Representation of the Executive Committee would be on a

higher level, since governments would be in a position to

release competent representatives to meetings of the Committee;

(b) Continuity of representation would be assured as Committee

members residing outsiie Addis Ababa would be able to attend

regularly, meetings of ths Executive Committee;

(c) Member States would not be saddled with the liability of meeting

the expenses of representatives from their countries, since the

Executive Committee was not made up of representatives of member

States bal; of representatives of the sub-regions in Africa,

African representatives of the Economic and Social Council, and

of the UNDP Governing Council.

14. It was also pointed out that since the Executive Committee would need

to consider recommending the abolition of the working parties set up at the

seventh session of the Commission in Nairobi in 1965, savings would be available

in respect of the costs which would have been incurred by the ECA secretariat

in providing the necessary back-stopping and supporting services for meetings

of the working parties which were now being abolished.
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15- The United.Nations should not therefore regard the. payment of the

travel and subsistence expenses of Executive Committee members as an

extra burden on its budget, in view of the savings which would accrue to

the secretariat as a result of the abolition of the working parties. The

secretariat explained that the travel and subsistence costs of participants

attending meetings of the working parties were met by member States, while

the costs of providing all the necessary secretarial support and services

were borne by the secretariat.

Review of the mandates of thesubsidiary bodies of the Commission

: in' their'' relationship with the Executive Committee and.

the Technical Committee of Experts

i6. A representative of the secretariat presented document E/CN.14/ECO/2O

dealing with the review of the mandates of subsidiary bodies of the Com

mission, It was noted that some of the subsidiary bodies, such as the

Conference of African Planners and the Conference of African Statisticians,

had met regularly according to their terms of reference and had carried

out very useful work. :

It was also noted that the following seven working parties were set

up at the seventh session of the Commission in February 1965:

(i) Intra-African trade; .

(ii) Monetary management and Intra-African payments;

(iii) Industry and natural resources;

(iy) Transport and telecommunications;

(v) Agriculture;

(vi) Economic integration;

(vii) Manpower and training.

17* Of the above seven working parties, only two had so far met. On the

other hand, the functions of the workingpartiee were being carried out by

other bodies. For example, the work of the Intra-African Trade Working

Party was being performed by the joint meetings of the EGA Working Party
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on Intra-African Trade and the OAU Experts Committee on Trade and

Development; most of the work of the Working Party on Monetary Management

and Intra-African payments was being performed by the Association of

African Central Banks, while the UNIDO pre-Board Meetings covered matters

which were to be considered by the Working Party on Industry and Natural

Resources. As regards Manpower and Training, it was noted that most

countries preferred their training programmes to be handled at the national

level to meet their specific needs. As a result of a number of meetings,

autononous bodies were, emerging, some of them supported by OAU in the field

of civil aviation and.air transport, road transport and telecommunications.

The activities of those bodies were identical with those set out in the

terms of reference of the Working Party on Transport and Telecommunications.

The new arrangements between ECA and FAO and the biennial regional meetings

of FAO fulfilled the terms of reference of the Working Party on Agriculture.

Sub-regional co-operation meetings and the biennial Conference of African

Planners fulfilled the mandate of the Working Party on Economic Integration.

18. As a result of the discussions that ensued, it was decided to dispense

with all the working parties on the understanding that their functions would

be contiiiusd by other bodies as had been reported by the secretariat.

Matters relating to staff recruitment and personnel would in future be

handled by the Executive Committee. But the Conference of African Planners

and the Conference Qf African Statisticians, as well as the Conference of

African Demographers to be established in 1971 with funds provided out of

the United Nations Fund for Population Activities in New York, should

continue, It was stressed, however, that these three conferences dealt

with subjects which were closely related in the context of development

planning and that some form of co-ordination should be established among

them, so that a joint report on their activities could be prepared for

consideration by the Technical Committee of Experts. The point was also

made that the Conference of African Demographers should not limit itself

solely to demographic matters, but should include under its umbrella

matters relating.to population, training, manpower and employment.
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-strongly recoismendedjthat^ In^v^ew.oi" the.

proposed abolition of the working parties,, the .Technical, Committee of

Experts, .'should be .organized into sub-committees which would deal with

matters .covered :by the work of the working parties; that member States

should ensure that compot:at officials in tho various fields should be.

designated to attend meetings of the Technical Committee to enable that

Committee to deal more effectively with the subjects requiring its con

sideration.
■ ■ ■ ■ , ■ o.'i. ■ ■" ■

20. As regards the relations between the. Technical Committee of Experts

and the Executive Committee, it was agreed that as the latter included

representation at the ministerial level, it should take precedence over

the former which was made up of officials. The Technical Committee of

Experts should, in future, report to the Conference of Ministers through

the Executive Committee. Appropriate recommendations to this effect would

be made to the Conference of Ministers at its next session in Tunis, in

February 1971*

Report on the first meeting of the ECA Technical Committee of Experts

21. Copies of the report of the first meeting of the Technical Committee

of Experts, heTd itf;(Addis Ababa from 9 to 14 February 197G; had already

been circulated to members of the Executive Committee. Since the" procedure

for submitting reports of the Technical.Committee to the Conference of

Ministers, through the;.Executive Committee, would need the approval of

the Conference of Minia-fcers at the tenth session in February 1971, the

meeting decided: to take note of the report of the first meeting of the

Technical Committee b-f Experts without commenting on the substance of

the report.

Report on the work of the ECA secretariat

22. With regar.d.to reviewing the work of the ECA secretariat, the meeting

r;npte44hat.a review,Jiad already been undertaken by the Technical Committee

of Experts, as reflected in the report of that Committee, and that, it was

therefore not necessary for the Executive Committee to undertake a further

review.
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The Jackson Report and its implications for the regional economic commissions

23. Members of the Committee had in their possession document E/CN.I4/ECO/2I,

a Note on "A Study on the Capacity of the United Nations Development System"

(The Jackson Report), A representative of the secretariat summarized the

main points of the recommendations contained in the Report,

24. With reference to the Note, particularly to its paragraph 9, the

representative of the UNDP pointed out that it did not reflect correctly the

quantitative criticisms of the Report. Those criticisms were levelled against

the United Nations Development System rather than against UNDP which was only

one of the organs of the System. Furthermore, the average delays in approving

projects appeared to be far more excessive according to the Note than accord

ing to the Report,

25. The representative of the UNDP then referred to the special session of

the Governing Council of the UNDP held in March 1970. The session was confined

to an expression of general statements and a more detailed, although incomplete,

examination of two important topics dealing with countryprogramming and imple

mentation. The views expressed—did not represent the final views of the

Council which would be formulated at its tenth session, in June 1970 and a-

report would subsequently be submitted to ECOSOC. Some indications of the

Council's general opinion could, however, be noted such as:

(a) Country programming should be based on national development

plans or national development priorities;

(b) It was recognized that the formulation of a national development

plan was the exclusive responsibility of the government concerned;

individual countries, at their request, should obtain United Nations

assistance in the field of planning;

(c) The programming of UNDP"assistance should be carried out within

the framework of indicative planning figures constituting an

order of magnitude of the UNDP resources expected to be available

to each country during the programme period;
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(d) The Country Programme, based on national development plans

or priorities and on the indicative planning figures, should

"be formulated "by the recipient government and submitted for

approval of the Governing Council of UNDP;

(e) The Country Prgramming of UNDP assistance would take into

account all the available resources, although it did not imply

that all those resources must be devoted to Country Programming;

particular provision would have to be made for resources for

regional and multinational projects.

26. In the debate that ensuedj it was pointed out that it was normal for

any progressive organization to take stock of itself after a given period

of time and to re-evaluate its capacity to carry out the work expected of

it. It was, therefore, proper that the Jackson Study should have been

undertaken. The Study had made development at the national level its main

preoccupation and had not given enough place to sub-regional or multinational

projects which had become a cardinal,point in Africa's development strategy.

In recommending that national plans should be submitted to the Governing

Council of the UNDP for scrutiny and approval, the Study had lost sight of

the political implications involved in development planning. Development

could not be undertaken in a political vacuum. The suggestion therefore

that national plans should^ be submitted to the UNDP Governing Council for

appraisal and approval was politically dangerous and bound to encounter con

siderable resistance from African members of the Third World, since this

wculd impinge on their national sovereignty as far as development was

concerned. The meeting noted further that another element which made such

a suggestion dangerous was that the Governing Council of UNDP would not

always have representatives of the countries concerned to explain the political

aspects of their development plans.

27. The Committee felt that even before the submission of the final views

of the UNDP Governing Council, certain points called for immediate consi

deration, Ity" placing undue emphasis on voluntary contributions for the

financing of the United Nations Development: Programme, the Report ignored

the determination of the member States of the United Nations as set out in
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the Preamble to the United Nations Charter "to promote social progress and

better standards of life in larger freedom". This was an obligation which

could not be left to be financed out of voluntary contributions.

28. To shift the emphasis to voluntary contributions would be an unwarranted

fundamental departure from the letter and spirit of the United Nations Charter.

That would have the most adverse consequences which were not within the con

templation of the Charter.

29. It had been hoped that the Study would only recommend that the UNDP

became 'primus inter pares' among the United Nations organs concerned with

development. Instead, it had made the UNDP. the umbrella under which all

United Nations organs having to do with development matters were to operate.

Such an arrangement was bound to bring friction between the UNDP and .the

Governments concerned, and also set the stage for a. direct confrontation between

UNDP representatives and the Governments to which- they were accredited. The

Committee noted further that the recommendations of the Study as far as

development funds were concerned would have the net result of diminishing

them. The Study had placed far too much emphasis on voluntary contributions

from various sources. According to the Study, those voluntary contributions

were to constitute the funds from which all development projects were to be

met with the United-Nations .funds being limited mostly to administrative

matters. The Committee was strongly of the view that there should be a

United Nations pool of development funds or that the existing capital

development fund should be used instead of relying heavily on voluntary con

tributions or on agencies which lacked the universal character of the

United Nations. . ■ „ .

30. Another point about which the meeting was most unhappy related to the

role of the regional economic commissions. At the ninth session of the

Commission the African Governments made it abundantly clear that they were

not satisfied with the present role of the ECA secretariat which was mostly

concerned with research matters and provision of technical assistance on

very limited basis and for short periods. The ninth session therefore

pasaed commemorative resolutions which aimed at strengthening the ECA

secretariat in order to make it operational in certain areas of activities
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so that it could help the African countries promote'their interests more

advantageously during-the Second Development Decade. The recommendations

of the Jackson Report had sought to nullify all the achievements of the

ninth session as far as the strengthening of the ECA secretariat was

concerned,

31. The view of the-Committee was that the-ECA secretariat could and should

become operational-within Certain areas'arid that resources should be placed

at its disposal for that purpose. There should be no going back on the

position already taken at the ninth session of the Commission.' For some

time now there had been a constant request for decentralization from

Headquarters in favour of the regional.,economic commissions. What the

Jackson Report had ac^ua^ly,.,'!0^6 was :only to remove control from United

Nations Headquarters ;.to.f,t,heffUQJDP, ..and..to. place the regional economic :

commissions in an adversely subordinate position. Yet the commissions

by their terms of refefen'&&-4iavo been-given-ample mandate to tackle the

development needs of their regrons,

32. With such an arrangement, doubts were expressed as to whether the

African countries would benefit from the Second Development Decade as they

had hoped to. The matter needed to be further examined and more responsi

bility for the development of the African continent given to the ECA, which

by virtue of the research and studies it had already undertaken, had a

clearer picture of the development needs of the African region.

33- Attention was also drawn to the specific recommendations contained in

resolution 189(IX) of the ninth sessibri for strengthening ;the ECA secretariat

and its sulwregional offices and for more resources -W'be1 provided for the

purpose. It was felt that the Jackson Report, if accepted, would limit the

role of the Commission particularly in regard to its sub-regional and other

multinational activities for economic co-operation and accelerated develop

ment. Small countries which needed sub-regional economic co-operation for

reasons of economies of scale and larger markets, for example, would be

placed at a considerable disadvantage and that was a fact which the Jackson

Report, had omitted, tp: take into account. While there was; no.objection to the

emphasis given in the Study to country programming, the Commission*s
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recommendation that there should be greater concentration, during the

Second Development Decade, to sub-regional and other multinational efforts

at economic co-operation appeared to have been overlooked ort perhaps,

nullified try the Jackson. Report.

34- The Committee noted that its consideration of the Jackson Report was

only preliminary. African Governments would, after studying the Report, make

their views known to ECOSOC. The Report would be similarly studied by other

organs of the United Nations and their recommendations similarly oommunicated

to ECOSOC for a clear picture of the impact that the Study would have on

development and the United Nations .systems .involved in its implementation.

35« In conclusion, the Committee appealed to all African States to take

the necessary steps to realize the aspirations of member States expressed

in their recommendations and resolutions of the ninth session of the Commission,

Preparations for the forty-ninth session of the Eoonomic and Social Council ..

36. The Committee requested members from Chad, the People*s Republic of the

Congo, Ghana and Kenya to urge their respective Governments to instruct their

representatives to the forty-ninth session of the Economic and Social Council ■

to uphold the views expressed on the Jackson Report at the third Executive Com--

:ni~btee meeting and to support the recommendations made at the. meeting.

37- At the next session of the Economic and Social Council, the questions

that would need special intervention on the part of the African group were

the following:

(a) The provision of funds by the United Nations to meet the

travel and subsistence expenses of members of the Executive

Committee for their attendance at meetings of the Committee

in Addis Ababa (bearing in mind that such expenses would not

be an additional burden on the United Nations budget, since

savings would be available resulting from the abolition of

the seven working parties set up at the seventh session in

, Nairobi in .1965); ■■■..■

(b) The implications of the Jackson Report for the regional economic

commissions and its repercussions;

(c) The report of the Executive Secretary on the Commission's

activities since the ninth session.
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38« The Committee decided that a briefing memorandum covering the above

matters should be prepared for African members of the Economic and Social

Council and the UNDP Governing Council, as well as for the African Permanent

Representatives to the United Nations.

Preparations for the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly

39« In connexion with action to be taken by the African permanent representa

tives at the General Assembly, the Committee asked its Chairman to send a

memorandum to member States on the results obtained at the forty-ninth session

of the Economic and Social Council and on the action to be taken at the General

Assembly to implement the Committee's recommendations.

Preparations for the tenth session of the Commission

(Conference of Ministers)

40. According to its terms of reference, the Technical Committee of Experts

should meet at least one week before the Conference of Ministers. During

its first meeting in February 1970, the Technical Committee of Experts

decided to meet in Tunis from; 1 to 6 February 1971. Thus, to allow for the

minimum interval of one week, the tenth session of the Commission which

would be the First Conference of Ministers, had been fixed to take place

in Tunis from 8 to 20 February 1971. The secretariat was in touch with the

Government of Tunisia to find out if the dates proposed were convenient and

also to urge that the necessary administrative arrangements for the meetings

should proceed without undue delay. -

41• In view of the important matters which the Conference of Ministers would

have to discuss at its session in Tunis, the Committee asked its Chairman

to address a memorandum to member Governments drawing their attention to

the composition of the Conference of Ministers and urging them to ensure that

they were represented at the session at the ministerial level.

Other business

Personnel

42. The representative ->f the Director of Personnel provided information on

the prcprocs being made in recruiting the staff required by the ECA secretiri-vt

for the rorformance of its tiskso
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43- In his statement to the Committee, the representative of the Director

of Personnel reviewed the principles governing the recruitment of the staff

and the procedures followed in giving effect to them. Specifically, he

recalled the decision of the Secretary-General of the United Nations to aim

at a proportion of 75 per cent of the staff of the ECA secretariat to be

drawn from countries in the African region. He informed the Committee that

a rise in the percentage of African staff had taken place, since the

Secretary-General last reported on the composition of the secretariat to

the twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly. At the end of April 1970,

the percentage of staff from African countries on the Commission's secre

tariat stood at 66.1 per cent as against 62.7 per cent at the end of

August I969. The higher proportion thus reached indicated that, given

continued co-£per-ation..oii-;the-part.. of member Governments, at-should not be

difficult to attain the desirable target proportion of 75 per cent within

a reasonable period of time.

44r In discussing the personnel matters of the ECA secretariat, members

of the Committee pointed out that it had been agreed that the Commission

should achieve a target of 75 per' cent Africanization of the staff of the

secretariat and that the age factor should not disqualify suitable Africans

from being appointed to responsible positions within the secretariat at

the appropriate grade. It was also necessary for some flexibility to be

adopted by United Nations Headquarters in the interpretation of the rule

relating to over-representation of certain countries within the African

region. Such flexibility was particularly desirable, since the overall

under-representation of the African region in the United Nations System, would

be improved by recruitment of candidates from the over-represented African

countries, after unsuccessful attempts had been made to secure candidates

from.under-represented African countries. Such a policy would assist the

ECA secretariat in attaining-its target of 75 per cent Africanization,-.as

the practice of securing candidates from outside the region would only

militate against the early attainment of the 75 per cent Africanization

target. Attention was also drawn to the fact that certain posts in the EGA

secretariat had been graded lower than their counterparts in the other

regional economic commissions. The point was also made that, although
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persons from other regions were serving in the ECA secretariat, a similar

practice which would favour the appointments of Africans in the other

regional economic commissions had not teen encouraged; it was therefore apparent

that the United Nations principle of universality was not of general applica

tion in all the other regional economic commissions as far as African represen

tation in those commissions was concerned.

45.; In:his reply to questions raised "by members of the Committee, the

representative of the Director of Personnel emphasized the importance of the

provisions of the General Assembly resolution concerning improvement in the

geographical distribution of the staff. It was in accordance with that.,

resolution that: the. Office of Personnel, was making every effort to recruit

staff from "under-represented" countries. Although it was possible, in

exceptional cases, to ,recxuit staff members from other countries on a fixed-

term basis, such temporary expediency was clearly subject to considerable

limitations. Moreover, under the provisions of the General Assembly resolution

on a linguistic balance in the secretariat/candidates from "under-represented"

countries could now be appointed if they were proficient in one working

.language of the secretariat on the understanding that they would acquire

knowledge of a second language within a specified period.

46. In answer to further questions, the representative of the Director of

Personnel explained that tfce-sugg^tion on relaxation of requirements related

to the age limit. He assured the members of the Committee that actual ex

perience, : rather' than age, was a determining factor. It was fully realized

1"at Headquarters that in Africa ifairly young people were assuming, high responsi

bilities1 and' acquitting themselves well. It was also appreciated that because

of manpower difficulties it was not possible for all African countries to have

' their1 staff members represented on the United Nations Secretariat. At present

ihere were nine Africari countries "over-represented" in the United Nations

Secretarialnand:feight were not "represented" at all. Where a candidate of an

"over-reptesentedtl-country, was, exceptionally, appointed, the policy was to

offer hinra fixe^term appointment so that at.the expiration of his contract,

if there should be^a-Suitable candidate available from a "non-represented"

country, the latter could-be considered. Of the seven regions, Africa and

Eastern Europe were under-represented in the Secretariat. To a question about
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the percentage of regional staff on the other regional economic commissions,

he provided the following figures: ECE had 90.8 per cent of its staff'from

both East and Vles-fe Europe, including the Federal Republic of Germany-'arid

Switzerland. If the latter two countries which are not members of the:

United Nations but only oT some of its" subsidiary organs, were taken out,:

then the figure would drop to 83.6 percent. As regards ECAPE, 'the percen

tage was 77.9. This figure woiald rise.to 80.3 per cent if the nationals

of the Republic of Korea, and the.Republic of Vietnam, which were not.members

of the United Nations, were added-to it. : ECLA had 71.9 per cent: .of its. .. ,

staff from the-region of Latin America.- ; ■ ;,. /...;.,;■ ..-.

47. The Committee expressed its appreciation of the efforts being made

by the Office of Personnel to have more Africans recruited to the ECA but

exported it to continue itsTVfforts in this direction so that- the target of

75 per cent could be attained at an early date.

. 48. The Committeo also expressed its appreciation to the representative

of the Director :of. Personnel for his lucid presentation of the principles

and procedure? governing recruitment of staff and for his co-operation in

explaining franlcly to the Committee some of the staffing problems raised by

members concerning the Commission's secretariat.

ECA Economic _Co-ojDeration Mission to West Africa

49, In introducing the Report of the ECA Economic Co-operation Mission to

West Africa (E/CN.I4/478), the representative of the secretariat recalled

that at the second mentiv;; of the Executive Committee it was proposed that

the: structure and composition of .the existing sub-regional, groupings should

be reviewed in tUe light of proposals considered at -that meeting for the

creation of more sub-regional groupings. .He* also;,,referred to the.Mission's

terms of reference and stated that the recommendatic^ to establish an addi

tional sub-region in West Africa1 was not acceptable :tp the. countries visited.

The membsr States felt that this would amount to ^half-way house solution,

'aiid^thu^ delay-^Ke progress.being-made; towards the formation of an all-,

'' We:£t African economic community* The mission noted, however, that there

:" was" general agreement for establishing an additional sub-regional office

in ther:sub-regioh, which wouldijoinf.the Niamey.office in an independent

capacity in delivering assistance to the West African States more speedily.
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50. It was reported that there was a general desire by the Governments

of West Africa for the establishment of branch offices of the two proposed

sub-regional offices in Abidjan (to make the ECA more readily accessible

to the Conseil de I1Entente and the African Development Bank) and in Dakar

(to serve the western half of the present sub-region as well as OERS and

IDEP). The mission had noted that1 between them, the different multinational

economic and social groupings indicated in Annex II of its report covered

the entire geographical area of the West African sub-region. Co-operative

endeavours were being made at the sectoral level in such fields as hotel

development, and the development of the meat and rice industries with

related trade arrangements.

51. Of all the various types of groupings in the sub-region, it appeared

that the Conseil de 1'Entente, based primarily on political understanding

between its members, the OERS and Lake Chad Basin Commission, based on the

joint exploitation of common water resources, represented some of the most

compact groupings in which a highly intensive rate of activity was taking

place. The Niger Basin Commission also presented a focal point for co

operative activity, although the rather difficult characteristics of the

river had hindered rapid development of co-operative enterprises so far.

52. .The .OERS, Conseil de l!Entente and Lake Chad Basin Commission were

working in the direction of a widened range of activities extending to all

economic sectors. Indeed,, the first two are already studying proposals

contained in the studies they have commissioned. The mission gained the

impression that it was the intention-of the member States in each of those

groupings to pursae such extended programmes and also expand membership to

include the Gambia (in the case of OERS) and Ghana (in the case of the

Conseil de 1'Entente). It appeared that the door would be kept open also

for other non-memberso It was suggested to the mission that care should

be taken to arrange a suitable form of association in the admission of

non-members in the first instance and not to insist on full participation,

including meetings of Heads of State and Government. That was believed to

be a practical way of developing mutual trust and understanding all round.
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53. In examining,ways of rationalizing the existing institutions, it had

also been suggested to the mission that thought should be given to reviving

the links formerly existing between.English-speaking countries and re-buildir)g

their old institutions,. thus enabling them to constitute one grouping as

distinot from the other groupings, many of which were made up largely of

French-speaking countries., That idea had disclosed great weakness on

careful- scrutiny, regardless of its apparent merits, since it seemed to

widen the cleavage caused by linguistic, cultural and historical factors

in the sub-region. Moreover, it seemed to overlook the advantages of co

operation between coastal and.land-locked countries whose economies were

highly complementary. After all, most of the land-locked countries were

French-speaking, and it would be best to strengthen the links they enjoyed

with their coastal neighbours, which did not in certain cases belong to the

same language group as themselves. The need for breaking down the language

barrier remained greater, nevertheless.

54. Like the smaller groupings, UDEAO was planning both an extension of

its field of co-operation and membership, and while some duplication would

ultimately emerge between it and the three smaller groupings, it had the

advantage of extending right across the sub-region. The member States were,

thereforef bent on maintaining and strengthening their institutions, in the

conviction that it would help reduce the tendency towards parochialism in

the smaller groupings.

55C From the foregoing, it was clear that the countries in the sub-region

vrc--~ ""■*: T^epared to rationalize their groupings with a view to reducing

their numbers and cost of running them. On.the other hand, they all looked

forward to the eventual establishment of the wider economic community of

West Africa, in *hich they would all be members. Indeed, some of the

countries- not belonging to any of the existing groupings expressed the hope

that the larger grouping would emerge shortly.

56. As the treaty to lead to the establishment of that group had taken a

rather long time to finalize, the idea was presented by some of the countries

that it might be' useful to conBider establishing a group on the basis of a

representative number of countries. It was felt that the West African
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Regional Group constituted such a nucleus. The mission believed that the

progress towards an all-embracing multipurpose West African community might

be speeded up if, once the nucleus had been established, it would entrust

its secretariat, with playing an active role in the development of single-

purpose West African projects,,

57. In the absence of any immediate prospects of eliminating duplications

in the existing inter-governmental groupings, the mission concluded that

the ECA had a major role to playin harmonizing their various work programme?

with its own, and recommended the introduction of a suitable system for that

purpose. : ;

58. In the ensuing discussion, members of the Committee took note of the

very significant role that politics continued to play in the work of inter

governmental groupings in West Africa, and generally endorsed the proposal

of the mission that the rationalization exercise should be pursued with care

and deliberation. It was further agreed that there should be no splitting

of the sub-region into two sub-regions as such; on the other hand a second

sub^-regional office and the two branch offices proposed were regarded as

acceptable in principle, so long as ECA's resources were not diverted to

them while the existing sub-regional offices remained inadequately staffed.

It was also remarked that some of the countries not visited in the sub-

region (e.g., Guinea) could have been included in the mission's itinerary

with advantage. The benefits in pursuing economic co-operation measures

On a limited scale as regards subject and geographical areas were extollecij.

and some delegates pointed out that the efforts in that direction in the-.

sub-region deserved commendation. The East African experience was cited as

an encouragement to countries of the.West African sub-region, and the advisa

bility of making haste slowly was stressed... It, was concluded that, in the

absence of an all-inclusive West African community,:the.members snoLud

continue to work in their smaller.groupings! and thus consolidate the steps

leading to the greater goal. ^e1'rT^'s™invoIvea:*lri'"SritriffHChing vested

interests at the level of limited co-operation were pointed out in that

connexion. '■
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59. Members of the Committee also expressed the view that it appeared

that the Governments of West Africa were not in favour of creating more

sub-regions in West Africa and that what they wanted was a purely admi

nistrative arrangement of the ECA secretariat which would provide branches

of the existing ECA sub-regional office rather than the creation of more

sub-regional offices. In effect, what was required was a strengthening of

the sub-regional offices of ECA by providing adequate staff resources which

would cater for the needs of ;the multinational groupings within the existing

sub-region; in that connexion attention was drawn to the recommendations

contained in document E/CN.I4/ECO/15 which was considered at the second

meeting of the Executive Committee in relation to the reorganization of the

sub-regional offices of the ECA secretariat.

60. In answer to a question about the study of the economic justification

of the proposed sub-region, it.was explained that such a study had begun,

but could be completed only after consultations on certain aspects with the

Governments concerned. In the case of West Africa, continuation of the

study had been rendered unnecessary by the decision of the Governments not to

accept regrouping. Similar consultations in the other cases were awaited, to

permit appropriate conclusions to be reached, regarding the rest of the study.

61. In summarizing,: the representative of the secretariat gave, reasons why

the mission had not been able to visit all the countries of the sub-region;

in the case of Guinea the next best thing had been done through a study of

the records in the OERS as well as discussions with that organization's senior

officials. He also remarked that in order to achieve a fair sample of con

sultations to constitute the basis for a policy decision by the Executive

Committee and the Conference of Ministers, visits to other countries in the

region would be advisable. The recommendation regarding appropriate steps

to be followed in establishing the new ECA offices was also noted.

An African Development Strategy for the 1970's

62. In introducing the paper "An African Development Strategy for the

1970!s" a representative of the secretariat pointed out that a clearly

defined development strategy for the African continent would outline the
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66. By pinpointing the types of action required of the ECA as well as "

member States, the proposal laid further stress on the co-operative nature

of the effort; the major point was, however, made that renewed exertions

in self-help were called for in a striking manner on the part of the member

States.

67- Preliminary suggestions made by members of the Committee included the

necessity to strengthen institutions for project formulation:,, preparation

and implementation, and the need to be discriminatory in recommending measures

to Governments, in view of the different stages of development of their insti

tutions. It was also remarked that the ECA should address itself not only

to ways of mobilizing resources for investment, but also to a rational-pattern

of investment allocation. The recommendations proposed by the secretariat

regarding the supply of information by member States were accepted in

principle, with the proviso that demand on member States should be held down

to a minimum by making use of what they had already supplied to other United

Nations agencies, : ■ ■ ■ ' .

68. To enable the ECA secretariat to formulate its programme of work and

priorities within the framework of an overall development strategy for the

1970's, taking full account of the constraints affecting the various member

States of the Commission, it was proposed to seek the co-operation of member

States in furnishing information or reports to the Commission's secretariat

on matters which would assist ;the Commission in,drawing up a rational

programme of development for the region.; It was also proposed that member

States should co-operate in providing answers accurately and without delay

.to questionnaires which would be-addressed to them on the development acti

vities in their respective countries and also .in regard to the type of

constraints which had restricted development in particular sectors bt their

economic and social "grcjWth. ■ Such co-operation, would enable the ECA secre

tariat to acquire a more detailed knowledge of the development needs of

member States and to formulate its- programme of work and priorities to cater

adequately for those needs. ■-.! <■■■ ■>',..
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69. The Executive Committee was therefore requested to recommend to the

tenth session cf the Commission in 1971 that the Conference of Ministers

should authorize the ECA. secretariat to:

(a) Make arrangements with member States to obtain reports on

the steps taken to give effect to the Commission's recom

mendations and to recommendations on matters falling within

its competence, made by.the Economic and Social Council and the

General Assembly;

(b) Make suitable arrangements for consultation with non

governmental organizations which are concerned with matters

within the competence of the Commission;

(c) Make arrangements for member States to transmit regularly

to the Executive Secretary for information purposes, subject

to such limitation as security and constitutional considerations

may require statistical and other1 information of a technical

nature requested by the Commission relating to economic, social

and educational conditions in member States;

(d) Make arrangements for visits of staff of the 3CA secretariat

to member States at times agreed upon with the competent authority

with a view to assisting member States, where necessary, in

the preparation of the information or reports required by the

secretariat for formulating a more realistic programme of work

and priorities.

Staff development programme for the Economic Commission for Africa'

70. At the request of a member of the Committee, document ECO/lNF/l/Rev.l

of 6 October I969 was distributed to members. The Committee decided that

there should be no further discussion on the subject-matter of the document

since it had been dealt with in the course of the deliberations of the

second meeting of the Executive Committee.
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Structure of the secretariat

71• Citing examples from Headquarters and other regional economic commis

sions a member of the Committee suggested to the ECA secretariat to consider

the possibility of establishing a separate Division of Transport and Communi

cations within the secretariat. This was necessary in view of the enormous

problems facing the African region in the field of transport and the communica

tions. Note was taken of the suggestion. - '

DATE AND PLACE OP THE NEXT MEETING

72. In view of the heavy programme of meetings and conferences of OAU

and other bodies scheduled to take place in the months of August and September,

the fourth meeting of the Executive Committee would be held in Addis Ababa

from 14 to 17 October 1970.

ADOPTION OP THE REPORT OF THE MEETING

73. The Committee set up a Drafting Sub-Committee of three members which

finalized the report adopted at its last sitting on 21 May 1970*
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Central Africa

H.Eo Mr. Gustave Malumba

Mr-. Raphael M^omfco

Mr. Francois Imama

)
) Democratic Republic of Congo
)

Mr» Gre^oire Villa

Mr. Frar.ooj.3 Bemba

) People's Republic of the Congo
)
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HoE. Mr, Osman Abdalla Ha.rnid Sudan
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B, REPRESENTATIVES OP AFRICAN MEMBERS OF UNITED NATIONS BODIES

Economic and Social Council

Mr. Mahamat Gabdou Chad

The Hon. Dro Jones Ofori-Atta )

Mr, J. A. Afari )

Mr. A. A. Yeboah )

Mr. H. C. K. Seddoh )

Governing Council of -the Uni.ted Nations Development Programme

Mr. Mohamed Aberkane )
Mr. Salim Tahar Debagha ) Algeria

H.E. Mr. Frederick Rutakyarairwa )

Mr. E. Weidi N. Mwasakafyuka ) Tanzania

C. OBSERVERS

United Nations Headquarters t (Office of

Mre David Miron

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Mr» Rene Gachot

International Labour Organisation (lLO)

Mro Meshack Ndisi

Mr, P.AoL, Chukwumah

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization

Mr. S. C. Sar

Organization of African Unity (OAU)

Mr. Gratien L. Pognon

Mr. Abdelrahim M. A, Dirar
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